Welcome to Spherion in Madison, Wisconsin! If you're searching for a job or considering a career move, we would love to help you achieve your work goals. Locally owned, our team has connections to the area's most respected employers and insight into up-and-coming career opportunities. Partnering together, you'll have a team of experienced staffing professionals working on your behalf to give you a real advantage in your job pursuits. We're your Madison Spherion team and we look forward to serving you.

Customer Service & Data Entry:

• Call Center Positions: In these roles, you'll answer calls and questions customers might have while remaining friendly and upbeat.
• Data Entry Positions: These roles have you entering information by typing quickly and accurately.

Laboratory Roles:

• Production Lab Tech: This role is for a production laboratory so it's a great way to make the transition from production to lab work.
• Pharmacy Tech: These roles can be in a variety of settings and have a larger emphasis on customer service than other lab-based positions

Light Industrial:

• Shipping positions: We have various roles for many different experience levels in the shipping department of our lab-based client.
• Warehouse roles: These roles are largely picking product or food and packing boxes to ensure a quality product

Looking for a seasonal position that gives back?

We have paid job opportunities helping with the upcoming election! In this role you will be answering questions and helping people figure our how and where to vote in the upcoming election!
FAQ:

Q: Have there been changes because of COVID-19?

A: Yes! For the safety of our staff and applicants, we have closed our office to the public and are conducting interviews over the phone and video.

Spherion is also working closely with all of our clients to assure that proper PPE is available and to make sure that safety measures are being taken at all of our client sites.

Q: I’m looking for something long term. Does Spherion do that?

A: Yes! At Spherion, we see opportunities that are Temporary, Temp to Hire, and Direct Hire.

Q: I applied before and wasn't able to find a job. Should I apply?

A: Yes! At Spherion, our strongest focus is on finding a match between an individual and the position. If we were unable to find a match in the past that may have changed! Our positions change often so even if we didn’t have something that suited what you were looking for previously we may have different opportunities that match what you’re looking for today!

How to apply:

• Go to our website
  www.spherion.com/madison
• Click the gray link that says "are you a job seeker"
• Browse our available positions or find the one that you're interested in
• Submit your resume and we’ll reach out to you via phone call or email!

* If you go to our website and don't see any positions that match what you're looking for you can always send in your updated resume through our website without a specific position! Let us know what types of positions you're interested in and we will have someone follow up with you regarding positions that may be a fit!

Is there something we didn't answer? Give us a call today at (608) 274-6000